
厨
师
精
选

 Chef ‘s Signature Dishes 

 RM

紅燒鮑魚富貴走地雞 每只 Whole 130 317
Braised whole village chicken stuffed with
abalones and Chinese herbs

清蒸野生河蘇丹魚皇,脆炸椒鹽魚鱗 每100克 Per 100g 61 149
Steamed live river Jelawat fish
Deep-fried Jelawat fish scales with 
salt and pepper

五穀雜糧扣遼參 每只 Per Piece 97 237
Braised spiked sea cucumber with mixed grains

[N] 含果仁 Dishes with nuts    [S] 辛辣 Spicy dishes     [V] 素食選項 Vegetarian options
餐廳的菜餚是季節性的，大部分我們的產品是持續和有機來源。
Our cuisine is seasonal and most of our products are from sustainable and organic sources.
如果你對某些食物敏感，請告知服務人員。  If you are allergic to certain food ingredients, please advise our service associate.
價格包括10%的服務費和0%的消費稅。  Prices are inclusive of 10% service charge with 0% Goods & Services Tax thereon.
Golden Circle Points suggested above are estimates and may fluctuate according to the day’s rate.
Golden Circle Points Redemption must made at point of bill settlement, adjust payment type after bill has been settled are not allowed.
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厨
师
推
介

Chef ’s Recommendation
 每位 Per Person RM

秘製海味佛跳牆 262 639
“Monk jumps over the wall”
Double-boiled sea treasures of whole abalone,
sun-dried scallop, fish maw and sea cucumber

香橙煎鵝肝拼釀帶子 52 127
Pan-fried foie gras with vinegar sauce and
stuffed scallops with bean sauce

廣東點心盆 (蝦餃, 燒賣, 蝦卷, 春捲) 28  68
Combination Cantonese dim sum platter   
(Steamed shrimp dumpling, chicken dumpling with
scallop, deep-fried shrimp roll & spring roll) 

鮑魚一品窩  163  398
Dried seafood combination served in casserole
(Wok-braised sliced abalone, fish maw,
sea cucumber and whole sun-dried scallops)

 每份  Per Portion RM

沙薑焗菜園雞鍋  55 134
Braised farm chicken with sand ginger and 
shallots in casserole

櫻花蝦炒鴛鴦飯 66  161
Wok-fried red and white rice with
seafood and Sakura prawns

揚枝凍甘露   11  27
Chilled sweetened mango puree with
sago and pomelo                                                    
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全
盘
小
食

 Appetisers 

 每位 Per Person  RM

窩貼小棠菜  28 68
Pan-fried minced shrimp cutlet with cabbage

特式烤素方  22 54
Egg envelope with crispy layered beancurd in sweet sauce 

肉鬆杏鮑菇  22 54
Deep-fried crispy oyster mushrooms topped 
with chicken floss 

椒鹽墨魚須 [S]  28 68
Deep-fried crispy cuttlefish with spiced salt 

酸梅醬鴨胸片  22 54
Cold sliced duck breast with plum sauce

姜茸海哲花  28 68
Marinated jelly fish with minced ginger 

麻醬麥菜煙鴨卷   28 68
Smoked duck roll with lettuce and sesame sauce 

四川口水雞 [N] [S]  31 76
Cold shredded chicken with spicy Szechuan sauce 
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明
炉
烧
味

 Barbecue and Baked Items 

    RM

北京片皮鴨 (兩吃) 每只 Whole 163 398
Traditional Peking duck in two ways of serving
A. Crispy skin sliced tableside and wrapped
 in pancake with cucumber and spring onions

B. Please select your preferred preparation for the
 duck meat
 姜蔥炒 - Sautéed with spring onions and ginger
 生菜鴨崧 - Sautéed and served in iceberg lettuce
 黑椒炒 - Sautéed with black pepper sauce [S]
 豉椒炒 - Sautéed with bell peppers and black bean sauce
 炒飯類 - Fried with rice
 炒面類 - Fried with noodles

蜜汁燒雞件 每份 Per Portion  31 76
Barbecued chicken with glazed honey

香宮茶香雞     半只 Half 64 156
Shang Palace smoked farm chicken 每只 Whole 108 263
with Chinese tea flavour

明爐燒鴨     半只 Half 64 156
Roasted crispy duck  每只 Whole 108 263

香宮燒味拼     小 Small 75 183
Shang Palace barbecue combination platter   中 Medium 112 273
(Barbecued roasted crispy duck, barbecued 大 Large 150 366
chicken with glazed honey and smoked farm 
chicken with Chinese tea flavour)
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燕
窝,
雪
蛤

 Bird’s Nest & Hasma 

 每位 Per Person  RM

海皇燴燕窩  250 610
Braised bird’s nest with assorted seafood

竹笙扒燕窩豆付   217 529
Braised bird’s nest with bamboo fungus and beancurd 

幹貝海味雪蛤羹  85 207
Braised hasma with assorted sun-dried seafood

蟹肉燴雪蛤  130 317
Braised hasma soup with fresh crab meat
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汤
羹
类

Soups 

 每位 Per Person RM

松菇菜膽雲吞湯 31  76
Double-boiled shrimp wonton soup with shimeiji
mushrooms and cabbage

鮑魚人參玉竹雞湯 38  93
Double-boiled chicken soup with mini abalone,
ginseng and herbs

瑤柱蟹肉羹 52  127
Braised crab meat soup with sun-dried scallops

鮑魚銀耳魚片湯 52  127
Clear abalone soup with sliced   fish and snow fungus  

北菇花膠筒菜膽燉雞湯 46  112
Double-boiled fish maw soup with mushroom 
and Chinese cabbage

幹貝海味羹 38  93
Braised sea treasure soup with sun-dried scallop

海鮮黃瓜湯 42  102
Double-boiled brown cucumber soup with
assorted seafood 

陳醋酸辣海鮮羹 [S] 31  76
Braised hot and sour Szechuan soup with prawns and
shredded sea cucumber
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鲍
鱼,
花
胶,
海
参
类

 Dried Seafood 

 每位 Per Person  RM

原只蠔皇30頭日本吉品幹鮑 418 1020
Braised whole Japan Yashihama (30 heads) 
abalone in supreme oyster sauce  

原只蠔皇2頭墨西哥鮮鮑 440 1073
Braised whole Mexican abalone (2 heads) 
in supreme oyster sauce 

原只蠔皇2頭澳洲鮮鮑 250 610
Braised whole Australian (2 heads) 
abalone in supreme oyster sauce  

原只6頭鮑扣花膠 184 449
Braised whole (6 heads) abalone with 
fish maw in supreme oyster sauce  

蝦籽釀海參件 108 263
Braised stuffed sea cucumber with minced chicken
in prawn roe sauce 

京蔥爆海參 小 Small 85 207
Sautéed sea cucumber with leek and 中 Medium 129 315
black soya sauce 大 Large 171 417

桂花干貝炒花膠 小 Small 108 263
Wok-fried shredded fish maw and sun-dried 中 Medium 162 395
scallops with scrambled eggs  大 Large 216 527

幹椒紹子燒海參 [S] 小 Small 99 241
Braised sea cucumber with  中 Medium 148 361
dried chillies Szechuan style 大 Large 198 483

海味花膠扒鮮竹 小 Small 75 183
Braised fish maw with fresh beancurd in  中 Medium 112 273
sea treasure sauce 大 Large 150 366

北菇花膠扣鵝掌 小 Small 163 398
Stewed goose web with fish maw and  中 Medium 244 595
mushroom with supreme oyster sauce 大 Large 326 795

鹹魚茸姜沖爆魚鰾 小 Small 46 112
Wok-fried sun-dried fish maw with salted fish, 中 Medium 69 168
spring onion and ginger 大 Large 92 224

海參海鮮煲 小 Small 88 215
Stewed assorted seafood and sea cucumber in   中 Medium 132 322
oyster sauce served in casserole 大 Large 176 429
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游
水
海
鲜

 Live Seafood 

   每100克 Per 100g RM

筍殼魚     37  90
Bamboo/Soon Hock fish

龍虎斑     33  80
Omega-rich Garoupa fish

西星斑     49  120
Western Garoupa fish

東星班     64  156
Eastern Spotted Garoupa fish

Please select your preferred preparation:
做法
Preparation:
清蒸 - Steamed with light soya sauce 
油炸 - Deep-fried with soya sauce
酸甜炸 - Deep-fried with sweet and sour sauce
蒜茸蒸 - Steamed with minced garlic
极品醬蒸 - Steamed with supreme spicy sauce [S]

草蝦     22  54
Grass prawns (minimum 300g)

做法
Preparation:
白灼  - Poached 
辣子炒 - Fried with chilli sauce [S]
蒜茸蒸 - Steamed with minced garlic
椒鹽 - Deep-fried with salt and pepper [S]
醉酒 - Boiled with Chinese wine [A]

澳洲龍蝦     141  344
Australian lobster

加拿大龍蝦    46  112
Canadian lobster

大肉蟹     29  71
Live crab

做法
Preparation:
薑蔥炒 - Sautéed with spring onion and ginger
蒜茸蒸 - Steamed with minced garlic
上湯瑤柱焗 - Baked with sun-dried scallops and superior stock
极品醬蒸 - Steamed with supreme spicy sauce [S]
避風塘 - Fried with Hong Kong “Bei Fong Tong“ style [S]
黑椒炒 - Sautéed with black pepper sauce [S]
辣子炒 - Fried with chilli sauce [S]
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虾,
扇
贝

  Prawns  and Scallop 

   每只 Per Piece  RM

九節蝦    52 127
Tiger prawn

大生蝦   85 207
Fresh water king prawn

做法
Preparation:
乾煎 - Pan-fried with supreme soya sauce
奶油瓦煲 - Spicy butter cream [S]
湖南醬焗 - Wok-baked with Hunan chilli sauce [S]
上湯瑤柱焗 - Baked with sun-dried scallops and
  superior stock

大扇貝   50 122
Scallop in shell

做法
Preparation:
蒜茸粉絲蒸 - Steamed with minced garlic and vermicelli
清蒸 - Steamed with light soya sauce
豉汁蒸 - Steamed with black bean sauce

腰果綠茶蝦球 [N] 小 Small 85 207
Deep-fried crispy prawns with green tea 中 Medium 129 315
mayonnaise and sprinkled with cashew nuts 大 Large 171 417

九層塔大千爆蝦球 [N] [S] 小 Small 85 207
Sautéed prawns with basil leaves in garlic 中 Medium 129 315
spiced Szechuan sauce 大 Large 171 417

咸蛋黃脆蝦球 小 Small 85 207
Deep-fried crispy prawns coated with 中 Medium 129 315
salted yolk    大 Large 171 417

松露醬焗蝦皇煲 每份 Per Portion 194 473
Baked king prawns with truffle pesto 
served in casserole

濃汁鍋煎大生蝦 每只 Per Person 85 207
Wok-fried fresh water king prawn with 
supreme soya sauce
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海
鲜
类

 Assorted Seafood 

 RM

檸汁蜜糖脆帶子 小 Small 121 295
Deep-fried crispy scallops with  中 Medium 182 444
honey lemon sauce 大 Large 242 590

露筍什菌炒帶子 小 Small 132 322
Wok-fried fresh scallops with asparagus  中 Medium 198 483 
and assorted mushrooms 大 Large 264 644

肉松軟殼蟹  小 Small 108 263
Crispy soft shell crabs with salt and pepper 中 Medium 162 395
topped with chicken floss 大 Large 216 527

干貝海鮮賽螃蚧 小 Small 108 263
Wok-fried egg white with assorted   中 Medium 162 395
seafood and sun-dried scallops 大 Large 216 527

紅燒順殼煲   小 Small 165 402
Stewed bamboo fish with beancurd    中 Medium 247 602
and mushrooms 大 Large 330 805

豉汁三寶煲  小 Small 50 122
Eggplant, beancurd and chillies filled with    中 Medium 75 183
fish paste in black bean sauce 大 Large 99 241

薑花辣汁酥脆魚片 [S] 每份 Per Portion 151 368
Deep-fried crispy sliced fish with 
ginger flower chilli sauce

砵酒蔥爆生蠔煲  85 207
Braised oysters with port wine and supreme soya sauce

味菜水煮魚 [S]  130 317
Braised sliced fish with salted cabbage and spicy broth
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家
禽

 Poultry 

 RM

川椒辣子雞丁 [S] 小 Small 33 80
Stir-fried Szechuan spicy chicken with 中 Medium 50 122
dried chillies and peppercorns 大 Large 66 161

台式三杯雞    小 Small 35 85
Stewed chicken Taiwanese style 中 Medium 52 127
     大 Large 70 171

鹹魚馬蹄蒸雞肉並 小 Small 33 80
Steamed minced chicken cutlet with 中 Medium 50 122
salted fish and water chestnut 大 Large 66 161

香宮咕佬雞    小 Small 35 85
Sweet and sour chicken with pineapple  中 Medium 52 127
and bell peppers 大 Large 70 171

蘇州南瓜生根球 小 Small 38 93
Soochow stuffed gluten with  中 Medium 58 141
minced chicken in pumpkin sauce 大 Large 77 188

柚子杏香西檸雞 [N] 半只 Half 44 107
Deep-fried crispy boneless chicken coated with  每只 Whole 88 215
almond flakes in honey lemon pomelo sauce

香宮炸子雞    半只 Half 44 107
Deep-fried crispy marinated chicken served 每只 Whole 88 215
with spiced salt
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牛,
鹿,
羊
类

Beef, Venison and Lamb  
 RM

金蒜黑椒牛仔粒 [S] 小 Small 71 173
Wok-fried diced beef with golden garlic  中 Medium 108 263
in black pepper sauce 大 Large 143 349

杏鮑菇醬爆牛仔粒 [S] 小 Small 71 173
Wok-fried diced beef with   中 Medium 108 263
oyster mushrooms 大 Large 143 349

蟲草花薑蔥炒牛柳 小 Small 71 173
Wok-fried beef with ginger, onions and   中 Medium 108 263
cordycep flowers Cantonese style 大 Large 143 349

中式煎牛柳  小 Small 71 173
Pan-fried beef fillets with    中 Medium 108 263
onions Chinese style 大 Large 143 349

沙爹金菇羊柳煲 [S] [N] 小 Small 107 261
Wok-fried sliced lamb with golden mushrooms   中 Medium 160 390
and satay sauce 大 Large 215 524

拍姜鹿肉片炒芥蘭度 小 Small 118 288
Stir-fried sliced venison with ginger and   中 Medium 178 434
Hong Kong Kai Lan 大 Large 237 578

豉味涼瓜炒鹿肉 小 Small 118 288
Wok-fried venison with bitter gourd and   中 Medium 178 434
black bean sauce 大 Large 237 578

蒙古煎羊排 [S] 每位 Per Person 55 134
Pan-fried lamb cutlet with Mongolian sauc

燒汁野菌和牛粒 每份 Per Portion 151 368 
Sautéed Australian Wagyu beef striploin with 
wild mushrooms in soya pepper sauce

羅蔔牛腩牛根煲 每份 Per Portion 52 127 
Stewed beef tendon with radish in casserole
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Beef, Venison and Lamb  
 RM

金蒜黑椒牛仔粒 [S] 小 Small 71 173
Wok-fried diced beef with golden garlic  中 Medium 108 263
in black pepper sauce 大 Large 143 349

杏鮑菇醬爆牛仔粒 [S] 小 Small 71 173
Wok-fried diced beef with   中 Medium 108 263
oyster mushrooms 大 Large 143 349

蟲草花薑蔥炒牛柳 小 Small 71 173
Wok-fried beef with ginger, onions and   中 Medium 108 263
cordycep flowers Cantonese style 大 Large 143 349

中式煎牛柳  小 Small 71 173
Pan-fried beef fillets with    中 Medium 108 263
onions Chinese style 大 Large 143 349

沙爹金菇羊柳煲 [S] [N] 小 Small 107 261
Wok-fried sliced lamb with golden mushrooms   中 Medium 160 390
and satay sauce 大 Large 215 524

拍姜鹿肉片炒芥蘭度 小 Small 118 288
Stir-fried sliced venison with ginger and   中 Medium 178 434
Hong Kong Kai Lan 大 Large 237 578

豉味涼瓜炒鹿肉 小 Small 118 288
Wok-fried venison with bitter gourd and   中 Medium 178 434
black bean sauce 大 Large 237 578

蒙古煎羊排 [S] 每位 Per Person 55 134
Pan-fried lamb cutlet with Mongolian sauc

燒汁野菌和牛粒 每份 Per Portion 151 368 
Sautéed Australian Wagyu beef striploin with 
wild mushrooms in soya pepper sauce

羅蔔牛腩牛根煲 每份 Per Portion 52 127 
Stewed beef tendon with radish in casserole

健
康
素
食

 Vegetarian Cuisine 

 每位 Per Person     RM

上素酸辣湯 [V] [S]  24 59
Vegetarian hot and sour soup

金菇馬蹄粟米羹湯 [V]  24 59
Braised sweet corn soup with water chestnut

杞子木耳娃娃菜 [V] 小 Small 42 102
Braised cabbage with wood fungus    中 Medium 64 156
and wolfberries 大 Large 84 205

醬爆腰果炒素雞 [V] [N] 小 Small 35 85
Sautéed diced mock chicken and  中 Medium 52 127
cashew nuts 大 Large 70 171

宮保豆付豆根 [V] [N] [S] 小 Small 35 85
Sautéed gluten and beancurd in 中 Medium 52 127
Kung Po sauce 大 Large 70 171

南乳溫公齋煲 [V] 小 Small 33 80
Stewed assorted vegetables, mushrooms and 中 Medium 50 122
glass noodles in preserved bean curd sauce 大 Large 66 161

豉汁涼瓜燜豆付 [V]  小 Small 33 80
Braised bitter gourd with beancurd in  中 Medium 50 122
black bean sauce 大 Large 66 161

西檸香芒齋鵝 [V] 小 Small 33 80
Sliced mock goose with fresh mango in 中 Medium 50 122
lemon sauce 大 Large 66 161

杏鮑夏果炒茄丁 [V]  小 Small 33 80
Sautéed diced eggplant with oyster  中 Medium 50 122
mushrooms and macadamia nut 大 Large 66 161

川式木耳炒鮮淮山 [V] [S] 小 Small 33 80
Sautéed Chinese yam and wood fungus   中 Medium 50 122
with spicy sauce 大 Large 66 161

豉油皇炒生麵 [V] 小 Small 33 80
Wok-fried vegetarian egg noodles with   中 Medium 50 122
supreme soya sauce 大 Large 66 161

松仁欖菜四季豆薑米炒糙米飯 [V] [N] 小 Small 33 80
Wok-fried red rice with pine nuts, ginger,   中 Medium 50 122
preserved vegetables and French beans 大 Large 60 161
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蔬
菜, 

豆
付
类

 Vegetables and Beancurd 

 RM

鮑汁琵琶豆付  小 Small 42 102
Braised fish paste beancurd with  中 Medium 63 154
abalone sauce  大 Large 83 202

蝦茸勝瓜燜豆付 小 Small 35 85
Braised angled luffa with minced    中 Medium 52 127
prawns and beancurd  大 Large 70 171

百合蓮藕炒夏果 [V] [N] 小 Small 42 102
Stir-fried lotus root and assorted vegetables  中 Medium 63 154
with macadamia nuts  大 Large 83 202

梅菜蒸芥蘭 [V] 小 Small 33 80
Steamed Hong Kong Kai Lan with   中 Medium 50 122
preserved vegetables  大 Large 66 161

花膠幹貝娃娃菜煲 小 Small 66 161
Braised cabbage with shredded fish maw    中 Medium 99 241
and sun-dried scallop 大 Large 132 322

松露油露筍炒什菌 [V] 小 Small 46 112
Stir-fried assorted mushrooms with asparagus 中 Medium 69 168
in truffle sauce 大 Large 92 224

拍蒜豆根炒半生瓜 [V] 小 Small 36 85
Wok-fried bitter gourd with gluten 中 Medium 53 127
and garlic   大 Large 71 171

瑤柱雞茸芥蘭粒  小 Small 46 112
Sautéed diced kai lan with minced chicken   中 Medium 69 168
and sun-dried scallops 大 Large 92 224

田園時蔬 [V]   小 Small 46 112
(港芥蘭, 港菜遠, 西蘭花, 蘆筍, 小棠菜, 青龍菜, 鮮淮山) 中 Medium 69 168
A selection of freshly imported farm vegetables: 大 Large 92 224
Kai lan, choy sum, broccoli, asparagus, young cabbage,  
Royale chives, Chinese yam

田園時蔬 (芫菜, 蜜豆, 津白, 西芹, 油麥, 菠菜) [V]  小 Small 33 80
A selection of fresh local farm vegetables: 中 Medium 50 122
Local spinach, Chinese honey pea, Chinese cabbage,  大 Large 66 161
celery, Australia lettuce, English spinach

做法
Preparation:
上湯 - Superior stock 
清炒 - Stir-fried
蒜茸炒 - Garlic fried
蠔油 - Oyster sauce 
鮑汁 - Abalone sauce
付乳 - Preserved bean sauce
馬來棧 - “Belacan” sauce  [S]
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 Assorted Seafood 

 RM

檸汁蜜糖脆帶子 小 Small 121 295
Deep-fried crispy scallops with  中 Medium 182 444
honey lemon sauce 大 Large 242 590

露筍什菌炒帶子 小 Small 132 322
Wok-fried fresh scallops with asparagus  中 Medium 198 483 
and assorted mushrooms 大 Large 264 644

肉松軟殼蟹  小 Small 108 263
Crispy soft shell crabs with salt and pepper 中 Medium 162 395
topped with chicken floss 大 Large 216 527

干貝海鮮賽螃蚧 小 Small 108 263
Wok-fried egg white with assorted   中 Medium 162 395
seafood and sun-dried scallops 大 Large 216 527

紅燒順殼煲   小 Small 165 402
Stewed bamboo fish with beancurd    中 Medium 247 602
and mushrooms 大 Large 330 805

豉汁三寶煲  小 Small 50 122
Eggplant, beancurd and chillies filled with    中 Medium 75 183
fish paste in black bean sauce 大 Large 99 241

薑花辣汁酥脆魚片 [S] 每份 Per Portion 151 368
Deep-fried crispy sliced fish with 
ginger flower chilli sauce

砵酒蔥爆生蠔煲  85 207
Braised oysters with port wine and supreme soya sauce

味菜水煮魚 [S]  130 317
Braised sliced fish with salted cabbage and spicy broth

面, 

饭
类

 Noodles and Rice 

 

 每位 Per Person RM

薑蔥大生蝦炒麵  64 156
Wok-fried crispy noodles with fresh water king prawn

鮑魚川式擔擔面 [S]  38 93
Szechuan Dan Dan noodles with mini abalones

蝦茸干燒伊麵 小 Small 55 134
Stewed Hong Kong noodles with minced 中 Medium 83 202
prawns and diced vegetables 大 Large 110 268

鮮蝦雞片燜福建麵 小 Small 55 134
Fried Hokkien noodles with prawns 中 Medium 83 202
and chicken meat 大 Large 110 268

乾炒三絲河 小 Small 46 112
Wok-fried flat rice noodles with shredded 中 Medium 69 168
roasted duck, chicken and mushroom 大 Large 92 224

興化炒米粉 小 Small 55 134 
Wok-fried Xinhua ‘Mee Hoon’ noodles with  中 Medium 83 202
prawns and chicken 大 Large 110 268

香宮鮑汁海鮮燜飯 小 Small 66 161
Braised rice with assorted seafood  中 Medium 99 241
in abalone sauce 大 Large 132 322

鵝肝鹹魚雞肉炒飯 小 Small 66 161
Fried rice with foie gras, salted fish  中 Medium 99 241
and diced chicken 大 Large 132 322

蛋白帶子蟹肉炒飯 小 Small 83 202
Fried rice with fresh scallops, crab meat and   中 Medium 124 302
egg white, sprinkled with shredded  大 Large 165 402
sun-dried scallops
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